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The effectsof pump-laserbandwidth on spectrallinewidth in three different remnant coherent anti-StokesRaman spectroscopy
(CARS) processesin molecular iodine is studied. In only one of the three resonant CARSprocessesan increase in bandwidth of
the pump laser is reflected in a broadening of the spectral features. An investigation of the effects of laser bandwidth therefore
may serve to distinguish between different types of four-wave.mixingprocesses.

1. Introduction

In a recent study [ I ] three differentresonance-enhanced C A R S processes ¢OAS=2C01--¢O2 were identified in 12 (col: frequency pump-laser, m2: Stokes
frequency, ~OAs: generated anti-Stokes frequency).
Apart from the process with a coherence between
rovibrational states in the X ~Z+ electronic ground
state (referred to as ground-state resonant C A R S )
[2-4], two different types of excited-state C A R S
processes were observed: excited-stateparametric as
well as non-parametric CARS. The identificationof
these threefold resonant four-wave mixing processes
was confirmed in two differentways. Firstly,the frequency positions of the spectral features compared
very well with calculations based on the accurately
known term energies [5] of the B 3FI+o-X IZ~ system of I2. Secondly, measurements of polarization
dependent linestrcngths for the excited-state C A R S
processes confirmed the postulated resonance
schemes [6 ].
In the present work a third confirmation is presented that gives additional support for the correct
identification of the different resonance-enhanced
C A R S processes. The effect of the bandwidth of the
p u m p laser on the spectrallinewidth as well as on the
frequency position of the CARS-resonances is investigated. A N d : Y A G laserequipped with injection
seeder may be used to set the bandwidth of the p u m p
frequency either at 0.005 c m - t (narrowband) or approximately I cm-~ (broadband). The effecton the

width of resolved spectral features is found to depend on the selected CARS-process. The interpretation is consistent wilh the earlier [1 ] identification of the resonant CARS processes.

2. General considerations
Four-wave-mixing processes, of which resonant
CARS processes arc a ~pecial subclass, are governed
by the third-order nonlinear susceptibility X(3). For
a qualitative understalading of linewidth effects a
consideration of energy level diagram may be elucidating and that is the viewpoint we will take. For
explicit expressions of X (3) describing the various
CARS processes, thcirl relation to energy level diagrams and more details on the characterization of
the multiple-resonant ~ARS processes in I2 we refer
to Aben et al. [ 1 ]. In fig. 1 energy-level schemes for
the three processes considered, ground-state resonance CARS, excited-state parametric CARS and excited-state non-parametric CARS, are shown. All
three processes have ini common resonance enhancemcnt by two hound-be und transitions and by a continuum transition; ther ffore they are called discretecontinuum resonant C kRS processes.
The energy level sch~ rues of fig. 1 illustrate that in
all three processes t h e bump frequency 0~1 may be in
resonance with an elel :tronic transition when probing a certain ground ~tate Ia>, [a' ) or Ja" ). To
identify the specificqt antum states of I2 that match
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Fig. 1. Energy level schemes for ground-state CARS, excited-state parametric and non-parametric CARS. The shaded area corresponds
to a continuum state. (a) Bandwidth of the ~ot-laser< 0.005 cm - 1. The dashed lines indicate the energy of the oJl-photon. (b) Bandwidth
of the co,-laser~ 1 cm-L This bandwidth is indicated with a rectangle.

this resonance the transition frequencies in the
B 31-I,+o- X IZ~"-system were calculated with the molecular constants of Luc [ 5 ]. It was found that for
oJ] -- 18788.39 e m - i (centre frequency of the second
harmonic of the Nd: YAG laser) resonances may occur for B 3FI,+o,v>~32. Transitions in the P and R
branches in the B-X system for several vibrational
states v are plotted in fig. 2 in terms of a detuning
from this particular ~o~. This figure shows that the
P(53) and R(56) lines of the B-X (32, 0) band and
the P(103) line of the B-X (34, 0) band are in res98

onance with the broadband pump laser; the grey
shaded area represents its bandwidth (see section
3.2). The P(83) line of the B-X (33, 0) band is in
near-resonance with the broadband laser. The frequency of the narrowband pump (oJl) may differ
from day-to-day as a result of changes in the temperature in the laboratory. The detunings from the
one-photon resonances in this case depend on the actual value of co~ but are in any case small for the
P(53), R(56) and P(103) lines.
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Fig. 2. Frequency-profileof the broadband col laser in relation to the one-photonresonancesin I2. Blackand open circlescorrespondto
P and R transitions in the B--X (v, 0) band, respectively.Zero detuningis at oJlffi18788.39cm- t. This is the experimentallydetermined
centre frequencyof the unseededNd: YAGlaser.
3. Measurements and interpretation

A standard colinear CARS setup is used with,an
injection-seeded, frequency-doubled Nd: YAG laser
at 532 nm as the pump laser (col) and a pulsed dye
laser with a bandwidth of 0.07 c m - ~ providing the
tunable Stokes beam (co2). When properly seeded
the pulsed Nd:YAG laser has a bandwidth close to
the Fourier transform limit, so Acot <0.005 cm -1.
The bandwidth of the unseeded pump laser is approximately 1 cm-1.
CARS spectra are recorded by measuring intensities of generated light at the anti-Stokes frequency
co~s= 2cot - co,, integrated over the bandwidth AcoAs
and as a function of the scanning frequency co2. The
CARS spectra are calibrated on the co2-scale with an
accuracy of 0.02 c m - 1 by simultaneously recording
an I2-fluorescence spectrum with accurately calibrated lines [7]. Observed spectra for the three
CARS processes are presented in figs. 3-5. Spectral
features recorded with narrowband and broadband
pump laser are related on the co,-frequency scale
within .0.02 cm -~ by mapping corresponding calibration spectra.

3. I. Ground-state resonant C A R S

In fig. 3 the spectra for the v . = 0 to vc=6 Raman
overtone in the electronic ground state X ~g+ of I2
are shown. The peaks in the spectra related to the
resonance P(53), R(56), P(83) and P(103) of fig.
2 are denoted in the terminology for Raman transitions. From a comparison of the spectrum recorded with the broadband pump (Aco~~ 1 c m - 1)
and the narrowband (~O.)1,~,0.005 Cl'T1-1) we fmd the
following characteristics. The linewidths observed in
the CARS spectra correspond to the bandwidth of
the Stokes-laser and are independent of the bandwidth of the pump-laser. Within a margin of 0.05
cm -~ the resonance features appear at the same
Stokes frequency, with the notable exception of
Q(83) which is shifted by 0.6 cm -1 (see fig. 3).
Moreover the relative iintensities change somewhat
with a marked increase in signal for the Q(83) line
in the spectrum taken ~ t h the broadband pump.
For an interpretation of these phenomena we consider the appropriate energy level diagram of fig. 1,
both for the situation of broadband and narrowband
pumping. In case of a narrowband pump oJl the Raman resonances will b~ found at A w f c o l - w 2 = c o ~
(fig. la). The CARS slgnal is enhanced by the o ~ resonance, but becausei of the fLxed and narrowband
99
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BROADBAND

this coincides with the weak line in the narrowband
spectrum in fig. 3.
For a broadband pump the resonance conditions
on the o92-scale, shown graphically in fig. lb, are
somewhat different. Certain frequency components
within the profile Ao91 will be in exact resonance with
the transitions o ~ that lie within the grey shaded area
of fig. 2. In this case the Raman resonance condition
will be fulfilled exactly for 092= o ~ independent of
the width of the pump at to1. This explains why the
CARS features in the upper spectrum of fig. 3 remain narrow, even with broadband pumping. A calculation of the transition BayI~+o-X ~Y.~" (33, 6)
P(83) now gives 092 = o ~ = 17531.45 cm -1 exactly
coinciding with the position of the Q (83) line in the
broadband CARS spectrum of fig. 3. This explains
the shift of 0.6 cm-1 in the position of Q (83) when
comparing the two situations. For the other lines in
the spectrum no shift is observed. For these lines the
narrowband to1 is only slightly off-resonant and the
resolution of the Stokes-laser is not sufficiently good
to record small shifts. The relative intensities change
when comparing the broadband and narrowband
spectra. Especially the Q (83) line profits from the
broadband pump source as frequency components
from the tol-profde are now on resonance with P (83).
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3.2. Excited-state parametric CARS
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Fig. 3. Resonant ground-state CARS spectra of the Av= 6 Raman
overtone in the electronic ground state X tZ~" in 12 taken with
broadband tal (upper spectrum) and narrowband tat (middle
spectrum). The reference I2-fluorescence spectrum is simultaneously recorded (lower spectrum). A few lines are numbered according to he 12-atlas [ 7 ].

frequency of 0) 1 there will be a detuning at the onephoton resonance: &o=o91-oh,a. This detuning is
small (at most 0.1 cm -1) for P(53), R ( 5 6 ) and
P (103), but &o for the P (83) resonance is about 0.6
cm -1 (to1_-__18788.40(5) cm -~ for the recording in
fig. 3). This is the reason that in narrowband pump
excitation the Q (83) feature is weak. Its Raman resonance on the to2-scale is then expected at 092=
o91 -tOc, = 17532.04 c m - 1 ( o 9 , = 1256.36 c m - 1) and
100
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In fig. 4 the spectra corresponding to the/-)b' = 32
~vd, = 53 Raman resonance in the electronically excited state B 3l-leo
+ in I2 are shown. The most pronounced features in the spectra are due to the P(53)
and R(56) (32, 0) one-photon resonance at the frequency o~1. The lines are denoted by their Raman
rotational transition in the excited electronic state.
The effect of a change in the bandwidth of the cot
beam is striking. In the case where the narrowband
091 is used the CARS lines have a width (0.09 cm -1 )
slightly larger than the bandwidth of the c02-dye-laser.
With the broadband oJ1 the lines have a width of
1.1 ( 1 ) cm- 1, which apparently equals the width of
the pump laser. Furthermore, on the o92-scale the lines
are shifted when comparing the two spectra.
For an interpretation of these effects we consider
the energy level diagram of fig. 1, pertaining to the
excited-state parametric CARS process. In case of a
broadband pump again only the frequency compo-
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resonances are expected whenever 2co~-co2 coincides with a resonance COd,,, (see fig. la). The first
co~-photon gives rise to resonance-enhancement on
the transition a ' ~ b ' . The second resonance produces no selectivity because 2co~ is always in resonance with the continuum Ic'>. So in case of the
narrowband o9] the 0nly resonance condition is
COAS= 2col -- 092 = cod'a', or in terms of the Stokes frequency: 092= 2to~ - cod,a- From a calculation of energy level positions Id ' > and l a ' > for the resonances involved we find that the frequencies of
observed features are in agreement with a value
col = 18788.52+0.05 c m - L
So in the CARS spectrum taken with the broadband pump the positions of the resonance features
are determined by co2 =co~--cod'b' and in the spectrum taken with the narrowband pump by co2=
2col -cod','. This also explains the observed shifts of
0.38(2) cm -~ in the Q!(53) and S(53) lines, and of
0.23(2) cm -~ in the Q ( 5 6 ) line in the two spectra
of fig. 4. To illustrate this phenomenon of resonance
shifting the narrowband frequency was purposely
tuned away from the centre of the profile of the
broadband pump.
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Fig. 4. Excited-stateparametric CARS spectra of the v--32,--.v=
53 Raman resonance in the electronic excited state B aFl~oin I2
taken with broadband tot (upper spectrum) and narrowband tot
(middle spectrum). The referenceI2-fluorescencespectrum is simultaneously recorded (lower spectrum).
nents fitting to a COb',' resonance in the first photon
interaction give rise to enhancement. On a scale of
092, which is the tuned parameter in the observed
spectrum, the Raman resonance condition is co2=
co~--coa'b'. Because of the broad continuum Ic' > this
resonance condition can be fulfilled for any frequency component co~ present in the pump laser. Indeed the width of co~ appears in the observed resonant CARS spectrum. From the line centres of the
CARS features we determined a rather accurate value
for the centre frequency of the unseeded Nd:YAG
laser: 18788.39+0.05 c m - L
In case of a narrowband pump excitation CARS

3.3. Excited-state non-parametric CARS
In fig. 5 the spectra corresponding to excited-state
non-parametric CARS are shown. A Raman resonance between states a0, = 32 and va,,= 16 (or 17 for
J,o= 103) is probed in the excited electronic state
B 31]+o in I2. Again the most pronounced features
correspond to J,,, = 53, 56 and 103 determined by the
one-photon resonance of the pump laser co~. The lines
are again denoted in Raman terminology.
As in the case of groend-state resonant CARS no
effect of the pump bat~dwidth Aco~ is found in the
spectral linewidths. In both cases the linewidths correspond to that of the Stokes-laser o)2. For the observed features in the excited-state non-parametric
process an explanation analogous to that presented
for the ground-state resonant CARS process can be
given. The interactions with the photons cot and (02
are in resonance or in near resonance with the
B 317+o- X ~%~-system of 12. In case of broadband
pump-excitation again only frequency components
that are in resonance with ah,,,,- are selected. The
CARS features are found at CO2=COd"," on the co2I01
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4. Concluding remarks
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In the present paper additional support is presented that confirms the identification o f three different threefold-resonant four-wave mixing processes in I2. The initial identification [ 1 ] was based
on the spectral characteristics o f the lines observed.
The effect o f the tol-laser bandwidth on the spectral
linewidth and the slightly altered frequency position
of the lines is yet a n o t h e r confirmation o f the resonance schemes. In a more general sense it shows that
linewidth effects may be used for identification of
multiple resonance four-wave-mixing processes.
On the basis o f the qualitative picture presented in
this paper a prediction can be made concerning the
bandwidth o f the generated anti-Stokes wave. When
the anti-Stokes resonance is a b o u n d - b o u n d transition the bandwidth is expected to reflect the width
o f this transition. Such will be the case for the excited-state parametric CARS process. In the groundstate resonant CARS process and the excited-state
non-parametric CARS process and the anti-Stokes
resonance is a c o n t i n u u m - b o u n d transition and will
therefore result in a bandwidth AtOAs which is determined by the bandwidth o f the pump-laser.

-I

P

Fig. 5. Excited-state non-parametric CARS spectra of the v=
32.-*v= 16(17) Raman resonance in the electronic excited state
B 31"1~oin I2taken with broadband tOm(upper spectrum) and narrowband tOt (middle spectrum). The reference I2-fluorescence
spectrum is simultaneously recorded (lower spectrum).
scale. This agrees with calculations o f transition frequencies in 12. Moreover, the resonance condition
092= Ogd-,- is independent o f to1 and this explains why
the features remain narrow even in broadband
excitation.
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